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FILM OVERVIEW
The Croods

PG | 1h 38min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy | April  22, 2013  
DreamWorks Animation / Twentieth Century Fox

After their cave is destroyed, a caveman family must trek through an unfamil-
iar fantastical world with the help of an inventive boy.

Voice Actors:
Nicolas Cage- Grug (voice)
Emma Stone- Eep (voice)
Ryan Reynolds- Guy (voice)
Catherine Keener- Ugga (voice)
Cloris Leachman- Gran (voice)
Clark Duke- Thunk (voice)
Chris Sanders- Belt (voice)
Randy Thom- Sandy (voice)

Directed by:
Kirk DeMicco
Chris Sanders

Screenplay by:
Kirk DeMicco
Chris Sanders

Story by:
John Cleese
Kirk DeMicco
Chris Sanders



DIRECTOR KIRK DEMICCO ON BRINGING 
THE CROODS TO THE SCREEN

“I actually started this with John Cleese in 2004. We had written a film for Disney that was an 
adaptation of the Roald Dahl book “The Twits.” Aardman and DreamWorks invited us over to 
take a look at some of their ideas and one of them was this idea about a technologically ad-
vanced nomad kind of guy who teams up with some primitive bruiser Luddite. It was kind of a 
“Midnight Run” angle. They lived in a village and left the village and went on an adventure and 
when they came back obviously they had come to some bond and understanding. 

We developed that and worked on it with Peter [Lord, one of the top Aardman guys and most 
recently director of last year’s “The Pirates: A Band of Misfits”] and we were very happy with 
the direction it was going. But I would say it was a very stop-motion film, in terms of scope 
and the things you can’t do. There are scenes in our film that you just can’t do [with stop-mo-
tion]. So when Chris came on, the one thing we looked at was that we liked the basic theme, 
which was the fear of change, and that there was this guy (in Grug) who has an incredible of 
sense of fear because he lives in a world that’s very dangerous. But it was kind of intellectual, 
like talking about change and how change affects our lives, and it worked on an intellectual 
level but the emotional stuff wasn’t coming through. We wanted to make his relationship with 
his daughter be front and center. We didn’t want it to be’ Grug has this relationship with his 
daughter that he doesn’t understand, goes off on an adventure, and comes back and under-



stand, goes off on an adventure, and comes back and understands his daughter.’ We wanted 
them to go on the journey together and be forced to watch her grow and ultimately change 
himself. That’s why we decided to take that family road trip model. That’s kind of the biggest 
change. 

And then the change, of course, when we’re conceiving a CG film, the visual development is 
different, the vistas became much more interesting. It had more scope. We were going to make 
a movie with more scope and that’s the biggest change. It’s a different medium. The theme is 
there but we tailored the story to the type of film we were making. (indiewire.com)



DIRECTOR CHRIS SANDERS ON BRINGING 
THE CROODS TO THE SCREEN

“From my perspective, when I came onto this, it was a village and there were things about the 
movie that just wouldn’t get off the ground. We felt like we had worked for about a year and 
had done everything we could to the outline to make it work. It didn’t lift off. It just didn’t get 
off the ground. It was just too heavy. When I was gone on “How to Train Your Dragon,” Kirk was 
the one who said, “You know, we’ll unplug just one family from this community and make the 
movie just about them.” That was the biggest change and that was the key to make this movie 
work. Making it about one single family. The last family, as far as we know, on Earth.

when we started doing visual development and stuff and were writing these scenes, we were 
very into the idea of making our own world. That was something that stemmed from the origi-
nal talks with Jeffrey. Make it an original world. This is the Croodaceus era. It’s a period of time 
that we invented. For me, the point of that that worked so well is that we’re following a family 
through a road trip and they’re constantly amazed by what they see. They’re going through 
uncharted territory and we thought it was important for the audience to also be discovering 
things with them. When you’re going through that world watching it, you don’t know what 
those creatures are, either. There’s certain things that pop up that you really know are danger-
ous, but there’s also things like the birds. You think, “Oh, it’s just birds,” but then you see how 



they eat. We kept on surprising them and I think that helped to make it pretty clear that Grug 
was, obviously, very protective and afraid of the outside world. He’s not crazy. The outside 
world in the film is very dangerous. I think that was a big part of it and it freed us up to have 
more fun. We would kind of keep things grounded, though. All the textures in our movie are 
very realistic. Textures on the leaves. Textures on the trees. We would play these kind of games 
where we would just ask, “What if the shape of the tree was off just a tiny bit more?” Then we 
would make the surfacing more real. There’s a very fine line between having yourself grounded 
in the strange and, say, going to Dr. Suess-land. We ran the risk of getting too Suess-ical and we 
would kind of lose that sense that this family could be in danger. It was just too whimsical in a 
way. I think that became one of the hardest challenges of the film.” (comingsoon.net)



DIRECTOR CHRIS SANDERS ON THE PROCESS OF 
CO-DIRECTING THE CROODS

“Kirk and I have a very similar sensibility when it comes to the movies we like and the movies 
we would like to make, and because of that we are able to share everything.  We start by out-
lining the movie together and then we split the sequences apart.  We work on different se-
quences in the same room, just right across table from each other.  I would write a sequence a 
little bit differently than Kirk might, but as long as we are writing things in the same sensibility 
it’s always going to fit.  I’m always anxious to read Kirk’s take on a certain scene and vice versa, 
and then from that point forward as we go into production we try to share everything. Having 
two sets of eyes is important.  I can’t tell you how many times I’ll be looking at a sequence for 
the 12th or 13th or 14th time and Kirk will suddenly catch something we didn’t notice before.

Because we’re checking each other’s work and covering this whole thing so effectively, it also 
allows us to have a little downtime.  Kirk has allotted to take a few days off now and then, and 
vice versa.  One of the things that we’ve agreed on is that we will abide by the other’s deci-
sions should one of us be gone for a couple of days.  That way, you’re never worried that some-
body is going to come back and go, “Oh my gosh, no!  Why is it green?”  The kingdom is theirs.” 
(awn.com)



LEARN ABOUT THE STONE AGE!

The Stone Age marks a period of prehistory in which humans used primitive stone tools. Last-
ing roughly 2.5 million years, the Stone Age ended around 5,000 years ago when humans in 
the Near East began working with metal and making tools and weapons from bronze. During 
the Stone Age, humans shared the planet with a number of now-extinct hominin relatives, 
including Neanderthals and Denisovans.

When Was the Stone Age?
The Stone Age began about 2.6 million years ago, when researchers found the earliest evi-
dence of humans using stone tools, and lasted until about 3,300 B.C. when the Bronze Age 
began. It is typically broken into three distinct periods: the Paleolithic Period, Mesolithic Period 
and Neolithic Period.

Did you know?
Humans weren’t the first to make or use stone tools. Some 3.3 million years ago, an ancient 
species that lived on the shores of Lake Turkana in Kenya earned that distinction – a full 
700,000 years before the earliest members of the Homo genus emerged. Some experts believe 
the use of stone tools may have developed even earlier in our primate ancestors, since some 
modern apes, including bonobos, can also use stone tools to get food. Stone artifacts tell an-
thropologists a lot about early humans, including how they made things, how they lived and 
how human behavior evolved over time. (Source: History.com)



STONE AGE FACTS

Early in the Stone Age, humans lived in small, nomadic groups. During much of this period, the 
Earth was in an Ice Age—a period of colder global temperatures and glacial expansion.

Mastodons, saber-toothed cats, giant ground sloths and other megafauna roamed. Stone Age 
humans hunted large mammals, including wooly mammoths, giant bison and deer. They used 
stone tools to cut, pound, and crush—making them better at extracting meat and other nutri-
ents from animals and plants than their earlier ancestors.

About 14,000 years ago, Earth entered a warming period. Many of the large Ice Age animals 
went extinct. In the Fertile Crescent, a boomerang-shaped region bounded on the west by the 
Mediterranean Sea and on the east by the Persian Gulf, wild wheat and barley became plenti-
ful as it got warmer.

Some humans started to build permanent houses in the region. They gave up the nomadic life-
style of their Ice Age ancestors to begin farming.

Human artifacts in the Americas begin showing up from around this time, too. Experts aren’t 
exactly sure who these first Americans were or where they came from, though there’s some 
evidence these Stone Age people may have followed a footbridge between Asia and North 
America, which became submerged as glaciers melted at the end of the last Ice Age.

Much of what we know about life in the Stone Age and Stone Age people comes from the tools 
they left behind. Hammerstones are some of the earliest and simplest stone tools. Prehistoric 
humans used hammerstones to chip other stones into sharp-edged flakes. They also used ham-
merstones to break apart nuts, seeds and bones and to grind clay into pigment. 
(Source: History.com)



MEET THE CHARACTERS

Grug
Grug is the Father of Eep and husband of Ugga.

Eep
Eep is Grug and Ugga’s rebelious teenage daughter 
who is trying to drag her family kicking and screaming 
into the future. 

Guy
Guy is Eep’s boyfriend.



MEET THE CHARACTERS

Ugga
Ugga is Eep and Thunk’s mother and Grug’s wife.

Gran
Gran is Ugga’s mother and Thunk and Eep’s grand-
mother.

Thunk
Thunk is Grug and Ugga’s son and the brother of Eep.

Source: animationsource.org



MEET DIRECTOR CHRIS SANDERS

Born into an artistic household in Colorado, Chris Sanders grew up drawing and penning short 
stories... Chris applied for and was accepted to CalArts’ Animation Program, and went on to 
work for Marvel Productions, and then Disney Studios. He worked as a story artist on The 
“Rescuers Down Under,” “Beauty and the Beast,” “Aladdin,” and “The Lion King,” before he was 
made head of story on “Mulan.”... Chris wrote, boarded, and directed “Lilo & Stitch” with Dean 
DeBlois. In 2006, Chris left Disney Studios to join the filmmaking team at DreamWorks Ani-
mation. When he was given the opportunity to direct “How to Train Your Dragon,” he jumped 
at the chance. At DreamWorks, Chris also wrote and directed “The Croods” with Kirk DeMic-
co... In 2015, Chris made his publishing debut with the young-adult novel “Rescue Sirens: The 
Search for the Atavist,” a concept created by Chris’s wife and co-author, Jessica Steele-Sanders. 
(chrissandersart.com)



MEET DIRECTOR KIRK DEMICCO

Kirk DeMicco is currently directing, along with co-director Brandon Jeffords, Sony Pictures An-
imation’s original animated musical “Vivo,” which features brand new songs from Lin-Manuel 
Miranda, the creative force behind the Broadway smash “Hamilton,” and is slated for theatrical 
release on June 4, 2021. In 2017, Kirk was a creative consultant on Sony Pictures Animation’s 
“The Star.” Prior to joining Sony Pictures Animation, Kirk wrote and co-directed DreamWorks 
Animation’s “The Croods,” which was nominated for the 2013 Academy Award for Best Animat-
ed Feature. He made his directorial debut in 2008 with VanGuard Animation’s “Space Chimps,” 
which he also wrote...Kirk has been fortunate enough to adapt the work of many of his writing 
heroes such as: Roald Dahl, Jack Kirby and Elmore Leonard, and had the great opportunity to 
co-write two scripts with comedy legend John Cleese. (sonypicturesanimation.com)



MEET COMPOSER ALAN SILVESTRI

With a credit list of over 100 films Silvestri has composed some of the most recognizable and 
beloved themes in movie history. His efforts have been recognized with two Oscar nomina-
tions, two Golden Globe nominations, three Grammy awards, two Emmy awards, and numer-
ous International Film Music Critics Awards, Saturn Awards, and Hollywood Music In Media 
Awards. His numerous collaborations with Robert Zemeckis include the “Back to the Future” 
trilogy “Who Framed Roger Rabbit? ” “What Lies Beneath,” “Death Becomes Her,” “Contact”-
Castaway” and “Polar Express”. But perhaps no film collaboration defines their creative rela-
tionship better than Zemeckis’ 1994 Best Picture winner, “Forrest Gump”, for which Silvestri’s 
gift for melodically beautiful themes earned him an Oscar and Golden Globe nomination. This 
35 year, 21 film collaboration includes such recent films as “Flight”, “Allied” and most recently 
“Welcome To Marwen” and “The Witches.” (alansilvestri.com)



MEET THE VOICE ACTORS

Nicolas Cage- Grug (voice)
Nicolas Cage is an American actor, producer and director, having 
appeared in over 60 films including “Face/Off,” “Gone In 60 Sec-
onds,” “National Treasure,” “Ghost Rider,” “Bad Lieutenant: Port of 
Call New Orleans,” and “Kick-Ass.” Cage becoming the fifth young-
est actor ever at age 32 to won the Academy Award for Best Actor 
for his performance in “Leaving Las Vegas.” (walkoffame.com)

Emma Stone- Eep (voice)
Emma Stone is the recipient of numerous accolades, including an 
Academy Award and Golden Globe Award...Born and raised in Ar-
izona, Stone began acting as a child...As a teenager, she relocated 
to Los Angeles with her mother, and made her television debut in 
VH1’s “In Search of the New Partridge Family”...After small televi-
sion roles, she won a Young Hollywood Award for her film debut 
in “Superbad”, and received positive media attention for her role 
in “Zombieland”...The 2010 teen comedy “Easy A” was Stone’s first 
starring role...She was nominated for an Academy Award for Best 
Supporting Actress for her role in “Birdman”...Stone won an Acade-
my Award for the film “La La Land.” (allamericanspeakers.com)

Ryan Reynolds- Guy (voice)
Ryan Reynolds is a Canadian actor... His career break came in 1990 
when he starred as Billy in Canadian teen soap “Hillside.” After 
several lucrative TV roles, he broke into film, bagging a role in “Or-
dinary Magic” (1995). He went on to star in “National Lampoon’s 
Van Wilder” (2002), “Just Friends” (2005), “The Amityville Horror” 
(2005), “Smokin’ Aces” (2006), “Buried” (2010) and super hero 
flick, “Green Lantern” (2011).



MEET THE VOICE ACTORS

Clark Duke- Thunk (voice)
Clark Duke was only 7 when he landed his first acting gig as on 
“Hearts Afire” (CBS, 1992-95)...With the help of his best friend, 
“Arrested Development” actor Michael Cera, Duke wrote, directed 
and starred in the 2007 series “Clark and Michael.”...and then with 
a small but memorable cameo in “Superbad” (2007)...His other 
works include “Greek” (ABC, 2007-2011)...and the high profile films 
“Kick-Ass” (2010) and “Hot Tub Time Machine” (2010), which led to 
his being cast as an ambitious sales rep on the long-running come-
dy “The Office” (NBC, 2005-13) and Eddie Murphy’s harried assis-
tant in “A Thousand Words” (2012). (rottentomatoes.com)

Catherine Keener- Ugga (voice)
Catherine Keener was a solid force in American independent cine-
ma, where she built up a following in films from directors like Tom 
DiCillo and Nicole Holofcener during the 1990s... Keener has con-
tinued alternating between lead roles in art house favorites such 
as Nicole Holofcener’s “Friends With Money” (2006) and David 
Schwimmer’s “Trust” (2010) and supporting roles in hits ranging 
from animated smash “The Croods” (2013) to Jordan Peele’s horror 
hit “Get Out” (2017). (tcm.com)

Cloris Leachman- Gran (voice)
The Oscar- and Emmy-winning Leachman was born in Des Moines, 
Iowa, in 1926... Her television career took hold in the late 1940s 
and early 1950s with appearances on “The Ford Theatre Hour” and 
“Bob and Ray.” She made her movie debut in 1955...in the classic 
noir film “Kiss Me Deadly.” Leachman was primarily a TV actress in 
the 1950s and the 1960s but appeared in several movies including 
“The Chapman Report” (1962)... and in “Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid” (1969)...She won a Best Supporting Actress Oscar 
for her role in 1971’s “The Last Picture Show.”... She won a Golden 
Globe for her work on “Phyllis.” In all, she won eight primetime 
Emmys. (usatoday.com ) Leachman passed away in 2020.



MEET THE VOICE ACTORS

Randy Thom- Sandy (voice) 
Randy Thom is Director of Sound Design at Skywalker Sound, but 
still spends most of his time working on films. His credits include: 
“Apocalypse Now,” “Return of the Jedi,” “Never Cry Wolf,” “Wild 
at Heart,” “Forrest Gump, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire,” 
“The Thin Blue Line,” “War of the Worlds,” “Coraline,” “How To 
Train Your Dragon,” “Ghost in the Shell,” and “Ratatouille.” He has 
worked with...Francis Ford Coppola, Steven Spielberg, George Lu-
cas, Robert Zemeckis, David Lynch, Guillermo del Toro, John Wa-
ters, Errol Morris, Henry Selick, Peter Jackson, Brad Bird, and Chris 
Wedge. Randy’s essay “Designing A Movie For Sound” is used in 
many universities. (skysound.com)

Chris Sanders- Belt (voice)
Chris Sanders worked for Marvel Productions, and then Disney Stu-
dios. He worked as a story artist on The “Rescuers Down Under,” 
“Beauty and the Beast,” “Aladdin,” and “The Lion King,” before he 
was made head of story on “Mulan.”... Chris wrote, boarded, and 
directed “Lilo & Stitch” with Dean DeBlois. In 2006, Chris left Dis-
ney Studios to join the filmmaking team at DreamWorks Anima-
tion. When he was given the opportunity to direct “How to Train 
Your Dragon,” he jumped at the chance. At DreamWorks, Chris also 
wrote and directed “The Croods” with Kirk DeMicco... 
(chrissandersart.com)



TRIVIA

● The movie was originally going to be called, “Crood Awakening” 

● The film is set in a fictional prehistoric Pliocene era known as “The Croodaceous”
(a prehistoric period which contains fictional creatures). 

● Grug frequently counts his family members. While most people may think
Neanderthals (Cavemen) couldn’t count, anthropologically, they were the first
human species to use math as a survival tool. 

● When any of the Croods blow their shells, they blow from the open end; in real
life to make a conch horn you make a hole in the top and blow through it.

● “The Croods” marked the first collaboration between Chris Sanders and Alan
Silvestri since “Lilo & Stitch.” 

● DreamWorks Animation designed Grug specifically with Nicolas Cage in mind for
the role. 

● Grug’s body language was based on Nicolas Cage’s performances in “Leaving
Las Vegas” and “The Family Man.” 

● Nicolas Cage (Grug), Ryan Reynolds (Guy), and Emma Stone (Eep) have all
starred in movies based on Marvel comics 

● Part of the closing credits are a sequence of cave paintings of the Croods, with
each painting relating to a specific cast/crew credit. (IMDB)



TRIVIA QUESTIONS

Who is your favorite character and why?

What was your favorite part and why?

What are Grug’s rules?

What would happen at “The end”?

What are the relationships like between the Croods family?

What did you learn from the film?



CRITICAL ACCLAIM

Hollywood Reporter - “Fast-paced, inventive animated comic adventure of a Stone
Age family gets an extra boost from the lively vocal performances of stars Nicolas Cage,
Emma Stone and Ryan Reynolds.”

NOW Toronto - “The best-looking animated film since Rango. The Croods has
something for everybody.”

Irish Times - “Co-directed by Chris Sanders, brains behind the excellent How to Train
Your Dragon , the latest flick from DreamWorks turns out to be moving, funny and highly
original.”

Detroit News - “This movie not only has its heart in the right place, it has its brain in the
right place.”

Film.com - “ “How to Train Your Dragon” and “Lilo & Stitch” are completely indicative of
the experience you’ll have with “The Croods,” which is to say a supremely positive one.”

(Source: Rotten Tomatoes)
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